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 10 

Abstract. 11 

The use of natural uranium and thorium long-lived isotopes was applied to study the 12 
evolution of kaolinitic materials. To do that, a radiochemical method for separation of 13 
Th and U in phyllosilicate samples was developed with the main aim of their analysis 14 
by ICP-MS/MS. Given the lack of certified phyllosilicate reference materials with 15 
certified isotope abundances, the method was tested using a stepwise approach. First, a 16 
preliminary setup was done using a sediment reference sample. Then, the extrapolation 17 
of this method to the samples of interest has been tested using a phyllosilicate sample 18 
certified for U and Th concentrations. The results showed that an extension of the 19 
plateau time of digestion in the used microwave system was peremptory as to get full 20 
digestion of the sample. The use of the isotope dilution technique allowed both the 21 
quantification of major isotopes (238U and 232Th) simultaneous to the determination of 22 
isotope ratios (234U/238U, 235U/238U for quality control and 230Th/232Th). The established 23 
method was applied to six kaolinitic samples from the Iberian Range (NE Spain), 24 
showing the potential of this isotope approach for the characterization of their time 25 
evolution. 26 
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 29 

1. Introduction. 30 

The association of phyllosilicates in continental sedimentary deposits can provide 31 
important insights about the paleoclimate and weathering conditions where they formed 32 
(Ruffell et al., 2002; Raucsik and Varga, 2008). However, continental sedimentary 33 
rocks usually include different kinds of phyllosilicates, a fact that makes difficult the 34 
interpretation of their study: detrital phyllosilicates, mainly associated with the 35 
composition and weathering conditions in the source area, authigenic phyllosilicates 36 



providing information about syn-sedimentary conditions in the environment, and 37 
diagenetic phyllosilicates being generated during sediment consolidation through a 38 
series of processes that could introduce severe perturbation of the paleoclimate signal. 39 
Once these effects have been taken into account, clays minerals can be used as proxies 40 
for humidity conditions in Tertiary and Mesozoic sedimentary records (Ruffell et al., 41 
2002; Pellenard and Deconinck, 2006). 42 

The relative proportions between kaolinite and smectites can be used as indicators of the 43 
role of chemical weathering: for smectites, there are already described relationships 44 
between chemical composition and environmental conditions (ÇIflikli et al., 2013; Dill, 45 
2017). However, the major chemical composition of kaolin minerals is independent of 46 
their origin. Therefore, kaolinitic samples have been extensively studied from a 47 
geochemical point of view, including analyses for major and trace elements such as 48 
REEs, uranium and thorium concentrations (Fernández-Caliani et al., 2010; Galán et al., 49 
2016), stable isotopes (Clauer et al., 2015), etc. It is worthy to note, however, that no 50 
attention has been paid to the relationships between the different naturally occurring 51 
isotopes of uranium and thorium. 52 

 238U (T1/2=4.47·109 y) and 234U (T1/2=2.46·105 y) belongs to the same radioactive 53 
series. It is expected that within a closed system isolated from weathering, the initial 54 
234U content decays to a proportion of less than 0.40 % within eight half-lives of the 55 
grand-daughter. Due to the disintegration of the grand-parent, the application of the 56 
Bateman’s equations allows to conclude that both isotopes should reach near secular 57 
equilibrium in six half-lives of the grand-daughter. Under these circumstances, it is 58 
expected that the initial proportion between isotopes of uranium at the time of formation 59 
is lost and completely replaced by the establishment of a secular equilibrium condition 60 
after just <2·106 y. In this way, deviations of isotope ratios from the secular equilibrium 61 
value should reflect the effect of the recent evolution (mainly through weathering) of 62 
kaolinitic materials, see e.g., Richland et al. (2003). On the other hand, 230Th 63 
(T1/2=7.54·104 y) is produced as a consequence of the disintegration of 234U through 64 
several short-lived isotopes, while 232Th (T1/2=1.40·1010 y) starts another radioactive 65 
chain; therefore 232Th/230Th isotope ratios depends not just on the initial contents of the 66 
sample, but also on its subsequent evolution.  67 

Several works in the literature have dealt with the concentrations of certain natural 68 
radioisotopes in kaolinitic samples from the point of view of its radiological impact (El-69 
Dine et al., 2004), its role on the bioavailability of uranium (Crawford and Liber, 2015) 70 
or its relation with uranium mineralization (Beyer et al., 2011). However, no 71 
exploration is known on the potential of uranium and thorium isotope ratios to provide 72 
further insight into the evolution of kaolinitic materials after their formation. In this 73 
case, we should consider a null hypothesis to verify or reject, which is that all the 74 
nuclides from the same radioactive series (238U/234U/230Th) are in secular equilibrium, 75 
while the 238U/232Th isotope ratio mimics that of the local continental crust (Masarik, 76 
2009). 77 



A vast amount of methods for the analysis of uranium and thorium isotopes have been 78 
published elsewhere, based on radiometric and atom counting techniques (Hou and 79 
Roos, 2008). During the last two decades, ICP-MS has received special attention due to 80 
a combination of certain analytical advantageous features such as minimization of the 81 
sample mass, precision and high sample throughput (Hou and Roos, 2008). The analysis 82 
of major uranium and thorium isotopes, which average concentrations in Earth crust are 83 
0.91 and 3.5 ppm, respectively (Taylor and McLenann, 1985), is a routine technique 84 
provided a full dissolution of the rock matrix is done (Osmond and Ivanovich, 1992). 85 

However, 234U isotope concentrations are in the range of 2·104 times below that level, 86 
while 230Th concentrations are usually 104-106 times below 232Th concentrations. At 87 
these concentration levels, the effect of spectrometric interferences and the lack of 88 
precision at very low concentrations preclude the use of the routine “dissolve, dilute and 89 
shoot” approach, thus the application of a radiochemical method to extract and isolate 90 
both Th and U isotopes from the sample matrix is peremptory. 91 

At Laboratory of radioisotopes, CITIUS, (Univ. Sevilla, Spain), a method was 92 
developed for the analysis of trace element concentrations, uranium and thorium isotope 93 
ratios by ICP-MS from a single sample aliquot (Mas et al., 2012). However, this method 94 
was addressed to the analysis of soil, sediment and NORM sample leachates, but not to 95 
the analysis of bulk phyllosilicates: it is expected that these analytes remain partially or 96 
completely attached to the refractory sample matrix. On the other hand, recent 97 
intercomparing exercises organized by the Spanish Nuclear Safety Council (CSN) 98 
revealed high discrepancy of results for analyses of Th in environmental samples 99 
(Lozano, 2012). This is the reason why the CSN funded a research project 100 
(OPNCSN012/008) devoted to the establishment of a robust method for the 101 
determination of Th isotopes in solid samples. Despite the method they proposed 102 
included the same central step of the method referred above (separation of uranium and 103 
thorium using a chromatographic extraction resin Triskem UTEVA® resin), there were 104 
very important differences that could potentially affect the effectiveness for U and Th 105 
separation. Indeed, the special characteristics of phyllosilicates establish important 106 
restrictions on sample pre-treatment; the ways used to overcome such restrictions or 107 
limitations affects in turn the performance of the methodology. 108 

The main aims of this work are: a) establishing the chemical fractionation of uranium 109 
and thorium throughout the general method proposed by (Herranz et al., 2015) as 110 
adapted for measurement using tandem quadrupole ICP-MS/MS, b) testing the 111 
possibilities of the analyses of uranium and thorium isotopes in kaolinitic samples. 112 

2. Materials and methods. 113 

2.1. Sample description. 114 

To the best of our knowledge, there are no certified reference materials of kaolinitic 115 
matrices having an isotopic composition for uranium and thorium. Therefore, the 116 
radiochemical setup and the method performances were tested using a stepwise 117 
approach and involving two reference samples. During an initial stage, the IAEA-385 118 



certified reference material (CRM) was used to test the element fractionation during the 119 
radiochemical separation. Uranium and thorium isotopes mass activities are certified for 120 
this sample (Pham et al., 2008). This sediment sample has a very low N and organic C 121 
contents (0.13 and 0.95%, respectively) for the total carbon content of 2.75%. The main 122 
elements are Si (16%), Ca (5.5%), Al (4.5%), Fe (3.1%) and K (1.8%) (Pham et al., 123 
2005). Of course, this sample is not a kaolinitic sample, but it gives the analyst the 124 
advantage of using a well-known CRM having certificate information enough as to test 125 
the robustness of the calculated isotope ratios. Bearing in mind the nature of this CRM, 126 
it is expected that its digestion is much easier than for kaolinitic samples. Therefore, a 127 
second CRM was used to test how valid the previously established method could be 128 
extended to phyllosilicate samples. In this case, IAG DBC-1 ball clay was used. Isotope 129 
ratios are not certified, but uranium and thorium element concentrations are. 130 

The studied samples were collected from different outcrops (Fig. 1) located in the 131 
easternmost part of the Iberian Range (NE Spain), the so-called linking zone between 132 
the Catalonian Coastal Range and the Iberian Range, or Maestrazgo Basin. This basin 133 
was originated during one of the most active stages of the Late Jurassic-Early 134 
Cretaceous rifting process (Salas and Casas, 1993; Van Wees et al., 1998) related to the 135 
spread of the Tethys westwards and the opening of the Atlantic Ocean, which generated 136 
the Iberian Basin and controlled the accumulation of Late Palaeozoic and (mainly) 137 
Mesozoic sediments. In the Maestrazgo Basin, the sedimentary filling exceeds 4000 m 138 
thick and is characterized by the predominance of shallow marine carbonate sediments 139 
interrupted by widespread clastic systems during the Lower Aptian and the Albian 140 
(Lower Cretaceous). Nevertheless, terrigenous siliciclastic sedimentation dominated in 141 
the western basin margin during the Upper Jurassic-Middle Barremian, represented by 142 
Purbeck and Weald facies (Salas, 1989; Salas et al., 1995). 143 

During the Upper Cretaceous, the Alpine orogeny took place with the convergence 144 
between European, Iberian and African plates (Casas Sainz and Faccena, 2001). 145 
Consequently, the Iberian basin became compartmentalized (García and Mas, 2004) and 146 
the beginning of emergence started in some zones (Mas, 1981; Carenas, 1987; Martin-147 
Chivelet et al., 2002). Subsequently, during Eocene to early late Oligocene times, the 148 
Catalonian-Valencia Basin and, in early Miocene, the Iberian Basin were inverted to 149 
form the Iberian Range and the Catalonian Coastal Range (Salas et al., 2001). Recently, 150 
the Iberian Range experienced a regional uplift since the Late Pliocene (~3 Ma) with a 151 
maximum in the Maestrazgo zone (Giachetta et al., 2015). 152 

Sample F2Y comes from the Lower Cretaceous (Barremian) Fuentespalda karst bauxite 153 
deposit (Teruel). The deposit consists of pisolitic bauxite and clays infilling karst 154 
cavities developed in Upper Oxfordian-Kimmeridgian limestones and argillaceous 155 
limestones. As a consequence of karst reactivation, they show heterogeneous chaotic 156 
lithostructure (Bardossy, 1982) consisting of up to metric-sized pisolitic bauxite blocks 157 
embedded in red clays. Pisolitic bauxites are mainly red (as sample F2Y), but white 158 
zones are frequently observed in the upper parts of blocks, which is related to late 159 
kaolinization processes due to circulation of acid solutions linked to karst reactivation 160 



(Yuste et al., 2015). The paleokarst is overlain by Albian sandstones and/or by 161 
Cenomanian dolomitized limestones (Molina and Salas, 1993). 162 

Sample FR9 is a lateritic claystone from the Barremian Artoles Formation (Salas, 163 
1987). This Formation, up to 200 m thick, is a shallow marine carbonate unit made of 164 
grey limestones and marls that includes some lateritic clays. It corresponds to a coastal 165 
platform environment with little continental sedimentation episodes, characteristic of an 166 
estuary environment. The sample comes from an outcrop located on south of Fredes 167 
(Castellón) and consists of a 5 m thick lateritic level overlying karstified limestones. 168 
The clays are yellowish-brown at the bottom part and red-purple at the upper part, 169 
where the sample was taken. 170 

Sample MV36AC corresponds to a red claystone whereas sample MV36AR is a 171 
medium to coarse white creamy sandstone. Both belong to the Barremian Camarillas 172 
Fm. (Canérot et al. 1982; Salas, 1987) in the Miravete area (Teruel). Along with the 173 
underlying Castellar Fm. it forms the Weald facies (Ruiz-Omeñaca et al., 2004; Canudo 174 
et al., 2012) which represents an exceptional stratigraphic record of the Early 175 
Cretaceous including kaolin-rich clay deposits (Bauluz et al., 2014). The Camarillas 176 
Fm., approximately 200 m thick, is made of commonly yellow-brown to white 177 
sandstones, and mainly red claystones and siltstones, with minor grey limestones and 178 
marls intercalations. The field appearance of claystones and siltstones resembles that of 179 
pedogenically modified rocks, such as those described by (Fernández-Caliani and 180 
Cantano, 2010) in south-western Spain. The Camarillas Fm. has been traditionally 181 
interpreted as corresponding to a shallow continental environment with emersion 182 
periods that promoted palaeosols to be developed (Soria, 1997). Recently, Navarrete et 183 
al. (2013) suggested a mixed-carbonate siliciclastic back-barrier environment based on 184 
sedimentological data from the middle-upper part of this formation. 185 

Finally, samples AR6 and EST2 are dark grey to black claystones from the Albian 186 
Escucha Formation (Aguilar, M.J., Ramírez del Pozo, J., 1971) near Ariño and 187 
Estercuel (Teruel), respectively. During the Early Albian, sedimentation in the area was 188 
typical of a coastal marine environment that evolved into a deltaic and mudflat 189 
environment (Escucha Fm.) (González López et al., 2005). The large amount of organic 190 
matter deposited into a low-energy environment, along with a high sedimentation rate, 191 
favored the preservation of the organic matter resulting in significant coal deposits 192 
(Querol et al., 1992). The Escucha Fm. is approximately 200 m thick in the area and 193 
characterized by abundant dark claystones with minor siltstones and sandstones. As 194 
mentioned above, it includes several lignite beds in its lower member. 195 

 196 

2.2. Radiochemical procedure. 197 

The radiochemical method described below was applied to test uranium and thorium 198 
fractionation throughout the procedure. To do that, in several of the steps described 199 
below we removed a small aliquot of the resulting solution, which was subsequently 200 



diluted into 1% HNO3 and measured by ICP-MS/MS for 238U and 232Th concentrations. 201 
Fractionations and chemical yields were calculated by comparing the obtained element 202 
concentration with the certified value (after correcting by the applied dilution factor). 203 
For field samples, the used radiochemical scheme was essentially the same excepting a) 204 
certain details that are provided below, and b) that just the U and Th fractions were 205 
analyzed. 206 

Figure 2 presents a general view of the applied radiochemical separation. The samples 207 
were desiccated at 65ºC (for the IAEA-385, 105ºC for the field and DBC-1 samples) to 208 
a constant weight; four replicates of 0.25 g d.w. were transferred to 209 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) liners. 2 mL of HNO3, 2mL of HCl, 9 mL of HF and 2 210 
mL of 30% H2O2 were added and the sample/solution mix was left for at least one hour 211 
until effervescence (if any) disappeared. In the case of phyllosilicate samples, previous 212 
calcination was used instead of using H2O2 (Rihs et al., 2017). HNO3, HCl and HF were 213 
double-distillated in three separate Savillex DST-1000 sub-boiling systems; H2O2 was 214 

analytical grade (Panreac).  For field samples,  2.5 ng of 236U (IRMM-3660a) and  215 
100 pg of 229Th (CIEMAT, Madrid, Spain) were added to each replicate to apply the ID-216 
MS technique. After leaving the samples overnight for equilibration of samples and 217 
solutions (and eventually, spikes), they were submitted to full digestion using a 218 
microwave oven (Milestone ETHOS Plus One). The digestion program started with a 219 
two-step ramp until 220ºC was reached (room temperature to 100ºC: 5 min; 100-220ºC: 220 
10 min). Such temperature was kept, initially, for ten minutes. The liners were kept 221 
tightly closed until T<40ºC to minimize potential losses of volatile elements. After 222 

washing caps with 18 M·cm water (Millipore Integral-3), the solutions were 223 
transferred to previously tared 60 mL PFA beakers (Savillex); the walls and bottom of 224 
the PTFE liners were thoroughly rinsed with mQ water. The resulting volume solution 225 

(which is coded as Solution 1 in Figure 2) was 30-45 mL. 226 

Solution 1 was evaporated to incipient dryness on a hot plate. The residue was 227 
redissolved using 7 mL of HNO3 while gently rinsing the beaker’s walls and then 228 
evaporated again. The process of redissolution and evaporation was repeated twice and 229 
the residue was finally recovered using 5 mL of HNO3 (solution 2 in Fig. 2). When 230 
required, redissolution was assisted by using an ultrasound bath for 5-10 min. It was 231 
expected that successive low-temperature evaporations allow convenient removal of 232 
excess of fluorides, hence avoiding the use of post-digestion steps involving boric acid 233 
that can interfere the retention of U and Th in the UTEVA® column (Mas et al., 2012). 234 

Thereafter, 3 mg of Fe (in FeCl3 form, Panreac) were added under gentle stirring; after 235 
equilibration for 2 hours, pH of the solution was raised to 9 using subsequently 5% and 236 
30% NH4OH (analytical grade, Panreac), and iron hydroxides precipitation occurred. 237 
The stirrer was removed and both phases (supernatant and precipitate) were separated 238 
by centrifugation, 15 min, 3000 rpm. The supernatant (solution 3 in Fig. 3) was 239 
discarded after weighting. The precipitate was subsequently redissolved by using 5 mL 240 
of 3M HNO3/1M Al(NO3)3.  241 



Pre-packed cartridges of Triskem UTEVA® resin (2 mL, 50-100 µm mesh sieve) were 242 
coupled to 20 mL PP (polypropylene) syringes and connected to a Triskem AC-12 243 

vacuum box working under a pressure gauge of  34 kPa (which transforms into a 244 

volume rate  1 drop per second). The resin was prepared with 10 mL of 3M HNO3/1M 245 
Al(NO3)3 and the sample was passed through it, then the resin was washed with 10 mL 246 
of 3M HNO3 and subsequently exchanged to the chloride form by passing through 5 mL 247 
of 9M HCl. The sample eluate, the rinse eluate and the 9M HCl eluate were collected 248 
together and coded as Solution 4 (see Fig.2). Thorium was extracted using 20 mL of 5M 249 
HCl/0.05M H2C2O4 (Oliveira and Carvalho, 2006), uranium was extracted using 20 mL 250 
of 0.01M HCl (Mas et al., 2012). The uranium and thorium solutions were directly 251 
collected in 30 mL-PFA Savillex beakers, which were subsequently evaporated to 252 

incipient dryness on a hot plate and redissolved with  3 mL of temperature room 1% 253 
HNO3 in the case of uranium (Solution 5 in Fig. 2) and with 15 mL of 9M HCl in the 254 
case of thorium (Solution 6). Thorium fraction was subsequently purified using a 255 
prepacked cartridge of Triskem TEVA column (2 mL, 50-100 µm mesh sieve) coupled 256 
to a Triskem PF-R50A prefilter previously conditioned with 10 mL of 9M HCl; the 257 
thorium fraction was passed through and collected in a new 30 mL-PFA Savillex 258 

beaker, evaporated to almost dryness and recovered with  3mL of 1% HNO3 (Solution 259 
7 in Fig. 2). 260 

Solutions 1-7 were diluted off-line on a v/v basis in 1% HNO3 by applying different 261 
dilution factors using either a CETAC SDS-550 system or, when high concentrations of 262 
HF were present in the solution, by pipetting onto a LDPE calibrated volumetric flask. 263 

Determining the concentration of U and Th in a certain working solution (Solutions 1-7) 264 
passed through a previous dilution, which required removing from it a certain mass 265 
fraction (x). This scheme implied that the amount of available U and Th for subsequent 266 
separation was becoming progressively reduced. This fact was taken into account in the 267 
determination of the chemical yields, by applying the corresponding correction: 268 
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cexpected is the concentration of the analyte that should be expected when a mass ms of 270 
the certified sample having a certified concentration c0,a is analyzed with a chemical 271 
yield of 100%, and a mass fraction x of the resulting solution is diluted onto V mL. The 272 
true chemical yields (Y, %) were determined by comparing the concentrations found in 273 
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Of course, removing a mass fraction x implies that the next analytical step contains just 276 
a proportion 1-x of the analytes, and the corresponding corrections were made for all the 277 
calculations. In this way, the chemical yields calculated in this work were not partial 278 



(i.e., specific for that stage of the analytical procedure), but the overall chemical yield 279 
obtained until that step. For all the results, the uncertainties were determined by using 280 
the GUM-guide.  281 

2.3. Instrumental technique. 282 

All the measurements were done using the same instrument (Agilent 8800 ICP-283 
MS/MS), which works with two independent quadrupole filters and an octopole 284 
collision/reaction cell between them. To test the performances of the method, a 285 
conventional sample introduction was used (CETAC ASX-520) and inert cones, torch, 286 
torch injector, skimmer base and nebulizer (Savillex CFlow-400) were used. The 287 
concentrations of 238U and 232Th were measured by external calibration after adapting 288 
the U.S.E.P.A. 200.8 method; instrument conditions are summarized in Table 1. The 289 
presence of potentially interfering elements see, e.g., (Mas et al., 2012), was also 290 
monitored in solutions 5 and 7.  For these measurements, the first quadrupole was 291 
working just like an ion guide and not as a mass filter. Uranium and thorium isotopes 292 
were analyzed in field samples coupling a high-efficiency nebulizer (CETAC Aridus II) 293 
to the ICP-MS/MS, conditions are also shown in Table 1. In this case, both quadrupoles 294 
worked by filtering the same mass (i.e., the so-called “on mass” approach). For isotopic 295 
analyses, automatic dead time correction was applied after calibration the same day of 296 
measurement; dead time was always in the range of 25 ns. Pulse/Analog correction was 297 
done on line using Agilent MassHunter© software. Mass bias correction (linear 298 
algorithm) was applied off-line after calibration using certified solutions (IRMM-035 299 
and IRMM-056), bracketed between two unknown samples and a blank. Mass 235 for 300 
uranium was analyzed as quality control, expecting that the obtained isotope ratio 301 
238U/235U agrees with the natural isotope ratio (138). 302 

 303 

3. Results and discussion. 304 

3.1. Performances of the U and Th separation.  305 

The results obtained for Solution 1 (Table 2) show that the sample digestion was 306 
complete. However, when the same method was applied to the DBC-1 reference 307 
sample, full sample dissolution was not reached. Filtering the resulting solutions, up to 308 
20% of the sample mass remained undigested. It is impossible to assay the nature of 309 
these small black grains associated with the refractory matrix. Of course, the sample 310 
mass to be dissolved could be minimized, but in this way, higher dilution factors should 311 
be introduced, making even more difficult the quantification of minor isotopes. As a 312 
contingency solution, the flat top peak of the digestion sequence was increased from 10 313 
to 25 minutes; after that, no mass was detected in the filters. The procedure blank 314 
produced low count rates; Table 2 shows the ratio between the count rate obtained in the 315 
procedure blank and the average of count rates obtained for the four sample replicates; it 316 
is easy to see that for both U and Th they are near zero within the k=1 significance 317 
interval. On the other hand, the results obtained for Solution 2 show that no losses were 318 



produced during the successive evaporations and recoveries, which were introduced to 319 
exchange the sample matrix and remove the excess of fluorides: the chemical yields 320 
obtained for both analytes were essentially the same as those obtained for Solution 1. 321 

For solution 3, it can be seen that up to 7% of the uranium remained in the supernatant 322 
solution, either as a consequence of an incomplete attachment to iron hydroxides floc 323 
particles or to a certain resuspension during the centrifugation process. It is interesting, 324 
however, to note that losses of uranium were not homogeneous, ranging 0.3-7.4%. This 325 
finding contrasts to the results obtained for Th (<0.2% remains in the supernatant), 326 
which is in agreement with the higher affinity of Th for particulate material (Herranz et 327 
al., 2015). In this case, the contribution of the procedure blank was high because the raw 328 
count rates were very low. Regarding solution 4, it was expected that both U and Th 329 
remained completely retained into the UTEVA resin assuming the loading solution is 330 
appropriate (Carter et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2005; Maxwell and Culligan, 2006; Oliveira 331 
and Carvalho, 2006). This is what can be seen in Table 2, solution 4, although small 332 
losses were produced for uranium (0.1-0.4%) and thorium (0.4-1.9 %). Once again, the 333 
contribution of procedure blank was relatively high as the concentrations of U and Th 334 
were small.  335 

The results for Solution 5 (Table 2) show high chemical yields for uranium, with a 336 
random exception that we cannot explain. It is worthy to note that despite the extremely 337 
high-count rates obtained by ICP-MS/MS, the associated relative uncertainties for 338 
uranium concentrations (and subsequently, for uranium chemical yields) were 339 
unexpectedly high. This relatively large uncertainty could appear because the 340 
corresponding measurements were done (for uranium) using the analog detector mode, 341 
given the high-count rates there obtained. The pulse/analog mode calibration was 342 
performed a long time before this analytical run and required an update. To avoid this 343 
type of problem, the following measurement series were done after including in every 344 
batch the option for automatic pulse/analog mode calibration, as shown above. On the 345 
other hand, just 0.2-0.9 % of thorium was transferred to the uranium fraction, once 346 
again with the same exception mentioned above. This level of cross-talk does not 347 
establish analytical problems on the measurement of minor isotopes of uranium due to 348 
1) the very low hydrides rate obtained with the Aridus II (see Table 1), 2) the extremely 349 
low isotope abundance of deuterium and 3) the extremely low abundance sensitivity 350 
obtained when the ICP-MS/MS system works on-mass, which is theoretically in the 351 
range of 10-14 (Ohno et al., 2013; Balcaen et al., 2015).   352 

Solutions 6 and 7 (Table 2) corresponded to the thorium fraction before and after 353 
purification using a TEVA resin. Before purification, the level of U cross-talk into the 354 

Th fraction was, in this case, reasonably homogeneous (1%), and it can seem relatively 355 
low. For MS-based techniques, U isotopes should introduce a certain overlap on 356 
thorium masses (in this case, 229, 230, 232) as a consequence of poor abundance 357 
sensitivity. However, it is well known that this effect decreases as the mass difference 358 
between the overlapping mass and the overlapped mass increases (Wyse et al., 2001). 359 
The closest masses should be hence 234 and 232. Although the range of U/Th ratios in 360 



any sample can vary over more than one order of magnitude, a 1% of the initial mass of 361 
uranium in the thorium fraction could introduce an abundance of the 234 ion several 362 
orders of magnitude below that of 232. From that point of view, it could be questioned 363 
if the purification of thorium is really necessary when applying MS-based techniques 364 
for the measurement of U and Th isotopes. On the contrary, these results showed that 365 
this purification step can be peremptory when radiometric based techniques such as 366 
alpha-particle spectrometry are used, as the alpha emission energies of Th and U 367 
isotopes overlap. Regarding thorium chemical yields, these were relatively 368 
homogeneous (75-88%), and the contribution of the procedure blank to the count rate 369 

was quite satisfactory (0.1%). 370 

The results for Solution 7 (Th fraction after the purification with TEVA resin) suggest a 371 
certain decrease of Th chemical yield in the range of 10%, while still satisfactory (68-372 
82%), and procedure blank contributions < 0.06%. As expected, using a TEVA resin 373 
with a high concentration of HCl partially removed U from the solution (Maxwell and 374 
Culligan, 2006; Zheng and Yamada, 2006), in such a way that crosstalk decreased from 375 

 1% to  0.03%. According to the expected range of uranium and thorium 376 
concentrations and the corresponding requirements for maximum permissible crosstalk, 377 
the analyst should consider if the purification step with TEVA resin is really required in 378 
terms of cost/benefit. 379 

During the application of this procedure to the kaolinitic samples mentioned above, a 380 
new aliquot of the certified reference sample was processed; additionally, a replicate of 381 
one of the samples was equally prepared to evaluate the reproducibility of the tested 382 
methodology. In this way, the isotope ratios (238U/235U, 238U/234U, 232Th/230Th) and the 383 
U and Th concentrations (which were determined through the isotope ratios 238/236 384 
and 232/229, respectively) were tested for both IAEA-385 and IAG DBC-1. The results 385 
are summarized (as the measured/expected ratio) in Fig. 3, which shows that the 386 
proposed methodology offered good performances in terms of accuracy and 387 
reproducibility. As previously mentioned, the DBC-1 CRM is certified for element 388 
concentrations of (among other elements) Th and U, but not for the isotope ratios. To 389 
use the same methodology as that shown before we used activity ratios instead of 390 
isotope ratios. In this way, the activity ratios obtained for the two analyzed aliquots 391 
were 0.004632±0.00026 and 0.004638±0.00015 for 235U/238U, 1.031±0.016 and 392 
1.042±0.010 for 234U/238U, and 1.033±0.040 and 1.080±0.027 and for 230Th/232Th.  393 

 394 

3.2. Future developments. 395 

The radiochemical setup described above is time-consuming, especially due to the use 396 
of low-temperature evaporations during the fluoride ions removal. This step consumes 397 
approximately 50% of the analytical time. The recent incorporation to our lab of a 398 
microwave driven evaporator (Milestone MMR-8) could substantially reduce the 399 
analytical time whilst minimizing potential evaporations of analytes (Maichin et al., 400 



2000). Additionally, author’s experience with the ICP-MS/MS system suggests that 401 
under normal conditions the sensitivity of the instrument drops by a factor 2-3 when 402 
exchanging from single quad mode to MS/MS mode. Recent tests suggested that second 403 
lenses re-tuning after 24h stabilization time could improve the sensitivity up to (with 404 
ARIDUS II) 250 cps/ppt in the range of masses of the analytes here described. This fact 405 

suggests that the sample mass could be easily reduced by a factor 2, thereby making 406 
the radiochemical separation easier. 407 

 408 

3.3. U and Th isotopes in kaolinitic samples. 409 

The interpretation of the activity ratios should be based on the knowledge of the 410 
geochemical differences between U and Th and the mechanisms driving their removal 411 
and accumulation. In oxic environments, U generally exists as the highly soluble uranyl 412 
species UO2

2+, and this solubility is enhanced by U ability to form complexes with 413 
carbonates, oxalates, phosphates, hydroxides and organic ligands (Chabaux et al., 414 
2008). However, it can be removed from the water column following salinity changes 415 
(e.g., estuary systems) or at sub-oxic or reducing environments (Ivanovich and Harmon, 416 
1992). 238U decays to 234U through two short-lived (T1/2 < 1 month) daughters hence 417 
generating continuously the grand-daughter inside the water mass. Moreover, U 418 
isotopes are continuously leached in weathered rocks; the alpha recoil produces a 419 
weakening of binding of 234U inside the mineral lattice relative to 238U and, as a 420 
consequence, water masses are commonly slightly enriched in the grand-daughter 421 
nuclide  (Ivanovich and Harmon, 1992). For example, 234U/238U activity ratios in 422 
contemporary seawater in the Atlantic and Mediterranean basins are quite homogeneous 423 

both geographically and with depth inside the water column, 1.14 (Koide and 424 
Goldberg, 1965). Much higher values, up to 2.0, have been recorded in various large 425 
rivers on the world, and values much higher than those can be found in underground 426 
water masses (Dunk et al., 2002).  427 

On the other hand, Th is a particle-reactive element having less solubility than uranium 428 
in water. As a consequence, 230Th produced by 234U decay in the water column is 429 
rapidly scavenged in the presence of settling particles in water, especially in 430 
environments with high particle fluxes such as coastal environments, leading to 431 
230Th/234U activity ratios below unity in the dissolved phase of the water column, and 432 
higher than unity in the particulate or colloidal phases (McKee, 2008). In the same way, 433 
the lower solubility of thorium relative to uranium leads to 230Th/234U activity ratios 434 
higher than unity in weathered rocks (Francois et al., 2004). The half-lives of the 435 
involved radionuclides are very different (75.4 and 246 ky for 230Th and 234U 436 
respectively). Thus, if the leaching of a rock stops, the excess of 230Th would decay 437 
faster than 234U. Under these conditions, once they reach again secular equilibrium, both 438 
of them decay with the half-life of the parent. The case of 232Th is different, as its 439 
geochemical properties are the same as 230Th, and it is the parent of its own decay 440 
series.  441 



Uranium and thorium concentrations in the analyzed samples are shown in Table 3. 442 
Table 3 also includes several isotope ratios (234U/238U, 230Th/238U and 238U/232Th) 443 
commonly used in the analysis of weathering profiles, e.g. Chabaux et al. (2003). In this 444 
case, activity ratios instead of atom number ratios are used.  445 

While several of the uranium and thorium concentrations were near the world-wide 446 

average and West Europe for topsoil, ( 3 µg/g and 6 µg/g, respectively)  (United 447 
Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation, 2000), several 448 
samples show concentrations up to four times higher than these averages, and within the 449 
ranges published by (Viruthagiri et al., 2013) for kaolin and bauxite samples from 450 
Egypt. Furthermore, 238U/232Th activity ratios covered the range 0.3-6.0, most of them 451 
quite far from the typical value of the contemporary range for Atlantic shelf (0.6-0.8) 452 
(Henderson and Anderson, 2003); this fact suggests that U and Th concentrations in the 453 
samples depend on the lithology, the original environmental conditions and the historic 454 
evolution.  455 

Two of the above-mentioned isotope ratios have been used in Figure 4 (234U/238U vs. 456 
230Th/238U). The horizontal and vertical lines at isotope ratios = 1.0 represent a situation 457 
of secular equilibrium between the isotopes in numerator and denominator. Likewise, 458 
the line with slope 1.0 represents the situation where 234U and its daughter 230Th are 459 
under secular equilibrium. The zero hypothesis in this study establishes that if the 460 
samples formed dozens of million years ago, and if they belong to formations behaving 461 
like closed systems (i.e., they did not suffer subsequent weathering or material 462 
accumulation), all of them should be located around the point where the three straight 463 
lines intersect. Note that this is the case for the two DBC CRM replicates where a 464 
significance level of 99% (i.e., k = 3) is used. It is easy to see that this was not the case 465 
for the samples here analyzed.  466 

Furthermore, the subsector upper/left (noted as “IV” in the figure) should correspond to 467 
a situation mainly driven by U accumulation from a water mass; that would occur for 468 
example due to precipitation with settling organic/inorganic particles (the so-called 469 
“marine snow”), under reducing environments, etc., with 234U/238U higher than unity 470 
and 230Th/238U less than unity. The subsector lower/right (noted as “II” in the figure) 471 
should correspond in turn to a situation manly driven by U leaching, in that way that 472 
234U preferential leaching leads to 234U/238U less than unity and 230Th/238U higher than 473 
unity due to the lower thorium solubility (Chabaux et al., 2003). The subsectors marked 474 
as “I” and “III” are the so-called Forbidden Zones or Complex Zones. Should the 475 
samples being collected from a single scenario dominated by the combination of 476 
radioactive decay and either rock leaching or U accumulation, no samples would be 477 
located in those subsectors. Once again, this was not the case, and this fact suggests that 478 
for the greatest proportion of the studied samples no single scenario could be assumed 479 
for the settings they were collected from.   480 

Bearing in mind that the rocks have been exposed in the surface under weathering 481 
conditions at least from Miocene to present and that the samples were collected from 482 



different materials and different depths, the discussion about the different isotope ratios 483 
was established according to the subsectors in Figure 4 where the results are located. 484 

 485 

3.3.1. Subsector I (“Complex zone”). 486 

This subsector includes sample FR-9, which is characterized for having the highest Th 487 
concentration, as well as both the highest 234U/238U and 230Th/238U activity ratios (1.115 488 
± 0.013 and 1.139 ± 0.019, respectively).  489 

The activity ratio 234U/238U >1 may be due to a preferential 238U leaching in comparison 490 
with 234U. However, this process is quite unlikely since 234U is more mobile owing to 491 
the destabilization of the structure during alpha recoil in the radioactive decay, as 492 
explained above. The other possibility is the accumulation of 234U at a lower level after 493 
leaching from the surface soil. The process should be slow enough for the production of 494 
230Th in secular equilibrium with 234U, which in turn, will produce an activity ratio 495 
230Th/238U higher than unity. The weak enrichment in 230Th in comparison with 234U 496 
(aTh-230/aU-234=1.022) may be due to some 234U is still leaching from this level. These 497 
results are consistent with sample FR-9, a lateritic claystone rich in iron oxy-hydroxides 498 
and kaolinite where the weathering processes continued developing slowly. Under these 499 
conditions, 238U would remain mostly stable associated with iron oxy-hydroxides, while 500 
the weaker bounds of 234U allowed its leaching to the lower level. 501 

Finally, the low value of the 238U/232Th activity ratio is consistent with the alteration 502 
profile of a laterite, where a previous and continuous leaching removed selectively 503 
uranium, but not thorium.  504 

3.3.2. Subsector II.  505 

Rigorously speaking, there are no samples in this subsector, although sample EST-2 506 
have mixing properties between subsectors II (leaching) and I (Complex Zone). The 507 
activity ratio 230Th/238U >1 suggests either (or both) 230Th accumulation or 238U 508 
leaching. On the other hand, the activity ratio 234U/238U corresponds to secular 509 
equilibrium, showing that no preferential leaching of 234U vs 238U. Therefore, a 510 
continuous leaching equally affecting both 234U and 238U is necessary to get their secular 511 
equilibrium and the enrichment in 230Th. How this leaching can equally affect both 512 
uranium isotopes can be related with the characteristics of sample EST-2, a dark 513 
claystone rich in coal from the Escucha Formation. Although a preferential leaching of 514 
234U vs 238U was expected, 234U could either be adsorbed by coal or precipitated under 515 
reducing environment. The continuous weathering would also release 238U, which 516 
would be equally adsorbed or precipitated as before. After this, both U isotopes would 517 
have the same ability to leach, while 230Th were accumulating.  518 

The high concentration of total Th and high activity of 232Th is typical of high 519 
sedimentation rate environments after its transport with the colloidal phase (McKee, 520 
2008), which, in turn, is consistent with the initial formation of the sample material. 521 



3.3.3. Subsector III (“Complex zone”). 522 

This subsector includes samples F2Y and MV36AC (the sample MV36AR has mixing 523 
properties corresponding to subsectors III and IV, although it has been included in this 524 
subsection for the sake of simplicity). For these samples, 234U/238U <1.0 is consistent 525 
with leached profiles. However, a typical leaching profile would be coupled to 526 
230Th/238U > 1.0 due to the solubility of Th lower than that of U, which is not our the 527 
studied case. Indeed, sample F2Y presents the lower 230Th/238U activity ratio among the 528 
analyzed samples. A Th leaching seems to be quite unlikely, since this element is 529 
immobile in comparison with U. Therefore, the other possibility is a strong 530 
accumulation of U (both 234U and 238U) in a lower level of a leaching profile. This 531 
process is consistent with sample F2Y, composed of pisolitic bauxite embedded in red 532 
clays filling karst cavities. Although the karstification was developed in the Lower 533 
Cretaceous, subsequent karst reactivation has developed kaolinization processes due to 534 
circulation of acid solutions in the upper part of the profile (Yuste et al., 2015), which, 535 
in turn, would involve the uranium accumulation in the lower level. These processes 536 
could have been developed during the Alpine orogeny in the Tertiary period, but 537 
previous works have suggested that they can have been acting up to present (La Iglesia 538 
and Ordóñez, 1990; Molina and Salas, 1993). 539 

The very low 230Th/238U activity ratio suggests that a high accumulation of 238U was 540 
happening. It is worth to note that 234U would be accumulating at the same rate that 541 
238U, since both have the same properties. This should involve an activity ratio, at least, 542 
equal to or higher than 1, the last considering a higher leaching of 234U from the upper 543 
level. However, 234U produced from the decay of 238U will have a higher mobility than 544 
238U, as explained above, causing an activity ratio lower than 1, as is the case here. 545 

The total content in Th, which is not very high, is consistent with the parent rock: the 546 
limestone where the karst was developed. Moreover, at the lower level where the 547 
sample was collected, accumulation of more mobile elements, such as U, were 548 
happening, consistently with the high total content of uranium. On the contrary, the 549 
upper part of the profile should have the highest content in thorium. 550 

Concerning sample MV36AC, which is mainly formed by red claystones, similar 551 
accumulation of both 234U and 238U could happen at a lower level of the profile, as 552 
explained above. The difference is a lower entrance of uranium causing a higher, but 553 
still quite low, 230Th/238U activity ratio than before. After that, the decay of 238U would 554 
produce 234U, which would leach at the same rate as before, as shown by their activity 555 
ratio.  556 

The low activity ratio 238U/232Th (0.77 ±0.042) is due to the high total content in 557 
thorium, which again is consistent with the characteristics of the lithology (a claystone) 558 
and the affinity of thorium for clays (McKee, 2008). According to the process 559 
described, the total content in uranium is high in comparison with other samples.  560 



Finally, sample MV36AR belongs to the same formation as MV36AC, but it 561 
corresponds to a sandstone, with a coarser grain size. In this case, the accumulation of 562 
both 234U and 238U is lower than before, but it still exists to produce an activity ratio 563 
230Th/238U < 1. One possibility for this lower accumulation can be related with the 564 
coarser grain size and the lower capacity for uranium retention. Under these conditions, 565 
234U (particularly that originated from 238U radioactive decay) would easily leach 566 
leading to an activity ratio 234U/238U <1, which would not correspond with the secular 567 
equilibrium observed. However, a higher leaching capacity for 234U is also expected 568 
from the upper level, which would compensate the loss leading to the secular 569 
equilibrium.  570 

The total content of both U and Th are not high, consistent with the lithology and 571 
processes described. However, according to the higher accumulation of uranium vs 572 
thorium, the activity ratio 238U/232Th is some high in comparison with other samples. 573 

 574 

3.3.4. Subsector IV. 575 

As previously explained, this subsector corresponds to a single scenario of uranium 576 
accumulation and it comprises sample AR6. The isotope ratio 230Th/238U less than unity 577 
in sample AR6 suggests that the time spent from the last uranium accumulation has 578 
been not long enough for 234U and 230Th to reach secular equilibrium again (<450 ky). 579 
While this sample comes from a similar geological setting and geographical area as 580 
sample EST-2, both activity ratios are quite different, although 238U/232Th are very 581 
similar to each other. It is possible, therefore, that the rate of sedimentation was 582 
different for each of the sample sites (Ariño and Estercuel) with greater sediment 583 
accumulation at the second site (sample EST2 for Estercuel) (Francois et al., 2004). 584 

  585 

 586 

4. Conclusions. 587 

A method for the analysis of long-lived radionuclides of uranium and thorium in 588 
kaolinitic samples by ICP-MS/MS has been described. The method is based on the full 589 

digestion of  0.25 g sample and the subsequent preparation of the solution for the 590 
sequential separation of uranium and thorium using extraction chromatography 591 
UTEVA® resins. The results show that the full digestion of kaolinitic samples requires 592 
longer digestion times than contemporary sediment samples, as expected. For both 593 
analytes, no relevant losses were produced neither during digestion nor evaporations. 594 
Small losses were produced during the Fe hydroxides co-precipitation, and certain 595 
losses could be attributed to an incomplete extraction of uranium and thorium from the 596 
resin into separate solutions. Total chemical yields were quantitative, as they can be 597 
estimated in 85% for uranium and around 80% for thorium before its subsequent 598 
purification using a TEVA® extraction chromatography resin. The crosstalk between 599 



uranium and thorium resulted to be nearly negligible, hence the thorium fraction 600 
purification step was subsequently removed because it was unnecessary and resulted 601 
also in certain Th yield losses.  602 

The application of the methodology, described above, to kaolinitic samples from the 603 
Iberian range allowed the use of 234U/238U, 230Th/238U and 238U/232Th for the 604 
characterization of their recent time evolution. The activity ratios 230Th/238U <1 were 605 
related with accumulation of both 234U and 238U in the lower level of the profiles after 606 
leaching from the upper level. The activity ratios 230Th/238U >1 were related to leaching 607 
profiles. The activity ratio 234U/238U show the relative mobility of both isotopes. In 608 
sandstones, 234U was easily mobile, particularly after its formation from 238U radioactive 609 
decay, but it can be retained under reducing conditions associated with coal. Total 610 
content in thorium was related to 232Th and depends on the lithology, the original 611 
environment and the historic evolution. The concentration increased from limestone, to 612 
sandstone and claystone. Laterites and bauxites accumulated thorium at the upper level 613 
were leaching processes happen, but the content is not necessarily high at lower levels. 614 
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Table 1: Summary of the measurement conditions for multi-element concentrations 851 
(left) and isotope analyses (right). 852 

Table 2: Chemical yields obtained for U and Th in different parts of the process (sample 853 
IAEA-385). 1: Solution obtained after microwave digestion, including rinsing 854 

of liners. 2: After evaporating to almost dryness (3). 3: Supernatant after 855 
Fe(OH)2 precipitation. 4: Mixing of sample loading onto UTEVA column, 856 
washing and exchanging resin form to chloride form. 5: Solution obtained after 857 
collecting the uranium fraction and exchanging sample matrix to 1% HNO3. 6: 858 
Th fraction after evaporating to almost dryness and recovery with 9M HCl, 859 
before TEVA resin. 7: Th fraction after TEVA resin, evaporation to almost 860 
dryness and exchanging sample matrix to 1% HNO3. a, b: Chemical yield (%) 861 
for U and Th, respectively. c: Ratio of count rate obtained in the procedure 862 
blank to the average of count rates obtained for replicates 1-4 of this step, 863 
expressed in terms of %. 864 

Table 3: Concentrations of U and Th found by ID-ICP-MS/MS in the kaolinitic samples 865 
referred in the text. Uncertainties correspond to k=1. ai/aj corresponds to the 866 
activity concentration ratio between isotopes i and j. 867 

Figure 1: Geographical location and geological setting of the samples collection points. 868 
Modified from Bauluz et al., 2014. The sampled sections are located with stars. 869 

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the separation procedure tested in this work. The 870 
aliquots taken for the sake of chemical yield calculation are numbered from (1) 871 
to (7). 872 

Figure 3: Normalized results (uranium and thorium isotope ratios and element 873 
concentrations) obtained for the certified reference sample and a replicate of one 874 
of the samples described in the text.   875 

Figure 4: 234U/238U vs. 230Th/238U activity ratios diagram. The subsectors marked as (I) 876 
and (III) are the so-called complex or forbidden zones, where no sample would 877 
be expected if the samples proceed from a simple leaching + U accumulation + 878 
radioactive decay scenario. Dotted lines show secular equilibrium between 879 
isotope ratios. Solid line show secular equilibrium between 234U and 230Th. 880 

Figure 5: Prof Emilio Galán with Prof. Haydn Murray during a kaolin field trip in 881 
Galicia (Spain) in 2005. 882 



  883 



 884 

Multi-element analysis (CFlow 400) Isotope analysis (Aridus II) 
Mode Single quad Mode MS/MS (“On 

mass”) 
Reaction cell He, 4 mL/min Reaction cell Off 
Peaks per mass 3 Peaks per mass 1 
Internal standard 103Rh, 209Bi 

Dwell time (ms) 

232, 238: 0.3 

Dwell time (ms) 
103, 209: 3 
232, 238: 15 

235, 236: 2 
229, 234: 10 
230: 12.5 

Number of sweeps 100 Number of sweeps 1000 
Replicates 3 Replicates 5 

Carrier 1.1 L/min 
Sweep gas (Ar) 5.2 L/min 
N2 flow rate 4 mL/min 

Table 1: Summary of the measurement conditions for multi-element concentrations 885 
(left) and isotope analyses (right). 886 

 887 

 888 



Solution 
11 

Replicate YU (%)a YTh (%)b 

Solution 55 

Replicate YU (%)a YTh (%)b 
1 103.1  2.4 98.4  1.9 1 99.8  3.9 0.294  0.014 
2 101.6  2.2 101.2  2.1 2 86.2  7.3 0.219  0.018 
3 99.6  2.1 101.3  2.2 3 70.0  2.7 6.96  0.17 
4 102.4  2.4 98.7  1.8 4 106.0  8.9 0.880  0.067 
B / Avg (%)c 0.62  0.43 1.4  1.2 B / Avg (%)c 8 10 

Solution 
22 

Replicate YU (%)a YTh (%)b 

Solution 66 

Replicate YU (%)a YTh (%)b 
1 102.1  1.2 96.6  1.3 1 1.548  0.064 74.6  2.0 
2 100.8  1.2 102.1  1.5 2 N.M.  
3 101.5  1.1 103.0  1.6 3 0.924  0.096 82.4  6.5 
4 100.4  1.2 97.4  1.4 4 0.927  0.057 88.3  2.2 
B / Avg (%)c 1.12  0.43 1.4  1.2 B / Avg (%)c 8 0.11 

Solution 
33 

Replicate YU (%)a YTh (%)b 

Solution 77 

Replicate YU (%)a YTh (%)b 
1 1.70  0.23 0.067  0.012 1 0.0299  

0.0014 
68.4  2.3 

2 6.51  0.32 0.0803  
0.0084 

2 N.M. 
 

3 7.4  1.1 0.171  0.026 3 0.0453  
0.0038 

82.2  6.9 

4 0.307  0.032 0.0158  
0.0021 

4 0.0216  
0.0034 

72.8  9.7 

B / Avg (%)c 48 12 B / Avg (%)c 129 0.056 
Solution 
44 

Replicate YU (%)a YTh (%)b 

 
 

1 0.280  0.021 1.323  0.056 
2 0.367  0.024 1.737  0.091 
3 0.1122  0.0090 0.361  0.021 
4 0.332  0.050 1.87  0.24 
B / Avg (%)c 32 4 



Table 2: Chemical yields obtained for U and Th in different parts of the process (sample IAEA-385). 1: Solution obtained after 

microwave digestion, including rinsing of liners. 2: After evaporating to almost dryness (3). 3: Supernatant after Fe(OH)2 
precipitation. 4: Mixing of sample loading onto UTEVA column, washing and exchanging resin form to chloride form. 5: 
Solution obtained after collecting the uranium fraction and exchanging sample matrix to 1% HNO3. 6: Th fraction after 
evaporating to almost dryness and recovery with 9M HCl, before TEVA resin. 7: Th fraction after TEVA resin, evaporation to 
almost dryness and exchanging sample matrix to 1% HNO3. a, b: Chemical yield (%) for U and Th, respectively. c: Ratio of 
count rate obtained in the procedure blank to the average of count rates obtained for replicates 1-4 of this step, expressed in 
terms of %. 

 

 

 

Sample [U] (g/g) [Th] (g/g) aU-234/aU-238 aTh-230/aU-238 aU-238/aTh-232 
F2Y 15.99  0.33 8.21  0.38 0.761 ±0.018 0.135 ±0.003 5.97 ±0.30 
FR-9 2 m 3.076  0.051 31.48  0.73 1.115 ±0.013 1.139 ±0.019 0.300 ±0.009 
MV36AR 2 m 3.674  0.091 6.89  0.13 0.997 ±0.027 0.874 ±0.022 1.635 ±0.051 
MV36AC 2 m 5.25  0.18 20.91  0.89 0.776 ±0.009 0.622 ±0.021 0.770 ±0.042 
AR6 3.413  0.058 7.86  0.38 1.103 ±0.019 0.614 ±0.011 1.304 ±0.067 
EST-2 12.00  0.24 20.03  0.50 1.003 ±0.012 1.113 ±0.023 1.470 ±0.042 

Table 3: Concentrations of U and Th found by ID-ICP-MS/MS in the kaolinitic samples referred in the text. Uncertainties 
correspond to k=1. ai/aj corresponds to the activity concentration ratio between isotopes i and j. 

 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Geographical location and geological setting of the samples collection points. 
Modified from Bauluz et al., 2014. The sampled sections are located with stars. 

 



 

Fig. 2: Schematic diagram of the separation procedure tested in this work. The aliquots taken for 
the sake of chemical yield calculation are numbered from (1) to (7). 
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Fig. 3: Normalized results (uranium and thorium isotope ratios and element 
concentrations) obtained for the certified reference sample and a replicate of one of 
the samples described in the text.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 4: 234U/238U vs. 230Th/238U activity ratios diagram. The subsectors marked 
as (I) and (III) are the so-called complex or forbidden zones, where no sample 
would be expected if the samples proceed from a simple leaching + U 
accumulation + radioactive decay scenario. Dotted lines show secular 
equilibrium between isotope ratios. Solid line show secular equilibrium between 
234U and 230Th. 



 

 

Figure 5: Prof Emilio Galán with Prof. Haydn Murray during a kaolin field trip in 
Galicia (Spain) in 2005. 
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